
MC SOLUTIONS has managed important commissions through the years to realize 
Audio–Video and Lighting plants, from the project to the installation process 
according to customers’ needs, taking advantage of world’s best quality devices for 
Audio–Video and Light reproduction signals.
The plants have been designed and installed among structures that hold shows of 
international impact, such as at the F1 Monza National Racing Circuit and at Premier 
League stadium in occasion of sporting events.

Audio–Video 
and Lighting plants



Design and realization of 
audio systems 
Entertain and excite the audience with high quality 
sound is MC S.’ mission and in order to achieve this goal 
MC SOLUTIONS offers a 360° service and a long-time 
experience in audio transmissions. The sound is brought 
directly to each spectator’s heart in many different 
contexts, from private concerts to international sporting 
events, thanks to the accurate devices’ selection and to the 
mastery in broadcasting.
MC SOLUTIONS installs EVAC plants (CEI EN-60849) 
designing them from the very beginning, or upgrading the 
existing ones, in order to grant audience safety in case of 
emergency (fire, earthquake, etc.).
MC SOLUTIONS assist the customer in projecting and 
in installing the graphic interface to manage Audio and 
customized messaging.

Design and realization of
video systems
MC SOLUTIONS, that is specialized in high definition 
Video broadcast by means of copper or optic 
transmission, is able to supply and implement LED WALL 
and WALL MONITOR fulfilling customers’ requirements, 
offering the interactive function to completion of a state-
of-the-art system. 
The customer has the option to remote control the 
broadcast of video contents: videos, tweets from the 
audience, information about the show or about the 
sporting event and advertisements.
The offered devices can be supplied for indoor installations 
or for outdoor implementations, compliant with IP65 
standards.
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